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Ninjago Zane
LEGO Zane
APPEARANCE AND DRESS
WEAPON
Ice ninja Zane is considered a little
bit of strange, because he is the most dreamy  and thoughtful of all fighters. Nobody
knows what thinks icy hero in between battles, and that’s why friends kindly laugh
 about his antics. Zane joined Ninjago team quite late, when he saw one of their arena
performances. He displayed wonderful  persistency, will power and insistence, studying
uneasy art of deadly warriors, that’s why he’s got due respect and acknowledgement in
 team.Zane is not very funny guy and often misunderstands his friends’ jokes. He is not
offended by friendly jokes, but  tries not to give cause for chuckles. He is very smart,
likes to study new, often conduct experiments on him  or friends. Sometimes he manages
to see the future and it helps Ninjago team in battles.Best friend of Zane in  team is
Cole – they are notable for serious approach to getting any knowledge and are
considered to be the  best warriors in the squad. Succession of extreme conditions in
Ninjago world lead to deliberate inclusion of good friend of  Zane P.I.X.A.L. (Primary
Interactive X-ternal Assistant Life-form) into his artificial intelligence, that’s why
Zane’s appearance differs a little from other.Zane  does not care much about his
appearance, and his icy hair always stands on end. Bright blue eyes combining with
 black eyebrows prevent you from mixing him up with other heroes. Despite of the fact,
that Zane does not always  understand friends and agree with their actions, he likes
them very much and is ready to give his life for  any team member. He throws his heart
into studying and persistently repeats theoretical lessons or practical techniques till
he learns  them very well.Taking part in battles (see game Ice Dragon Attack ), he often
uses icy shuriken, silver katana or  air blade. Zane is not so fast as ninja Jay , but
he can solidly and competently clear space from  enemies, keeping them away from the
team. He keeps the rank of "Master of Spinjitzu" and possesses all techniques of  this
power very well.  
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